**N2 Secondary Node:** Provide pedestrian crossings at key locations along the Riverside Drive, predominantly at locations associated with riverfront parkland or locations that mark the boundary or change from one character district to the next. These are sometimes referred to as edge conditions, a transition from one type of land use or character to another. The nodes are marked by a colour surface treatment and marked cross walk with an intersection pedestrian signal (IPS) that can be activated by the pedestrian. Planting along the north side of the node adjacent to the parkland is low to maintain the visual connection to the river.
N3 Tertiary Node: Are designed to function as a visual and physical traffic-calming feature with a centre median refuge island and pavement markings to facilitate safer crossing and increase accessibility versus a typical stop control. Tertiary nodes are primarily located adjacent to residential neighbourhoods to service local demand and access to riverfront parkland.
DOWNTOWN SECTION looking East - Double row of trees along north side of Riverside Drive only where space permits.
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Residential with Park Looking East at Ford Boulevard

Residential without Park Looking East beyond Thompson Boulevard